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Angela’s Story  

From beginner to award-winning Artist 
 

This book records the journey that Drawpj.com student Angela Deck travelled as she made her 
way through the first three drawing units in the ‘Complete Drawing and Painting Certificate 
Course’ from a complete beginner to a point where she wins two awards in a prestigious art 
competition. 
 
Through the recording of her steps through this course we can witness the development of her 
skills over several months. In this ebook you will see the series of skills, methods and techniques 
that she developed through studying the exercises and creating the major projects in the course. 
These skills that Angela Deck developed enabled her to create her award winning piece.   
 

 

Artwork by Angela Deck Title: Urban Décor  Medium: Graphite on paper  

Angela was awarded ‘Grand Champion’ in the Fine Arts division at the Sedgwick County Fair 2012 
for her artwork titled ‘Urban Decor’ and she was also awarded 2nd place for the same artwork in 
the Kansas State Fair. 
 

 

Angela with her award winning piece at the Sedgwick County Fair 
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Unit One: Outline Drawing 
 
Angela has enrolled into the Drawpj.com art course on the 25th January 2011 and she receives 
her first welcome message from her instructor Brigitte Back.  
 
Brigitte Back:  25th January 2011 
 
 Hi Angie and welcome. It is fantastic that you are going to be a part of Drawpj.  I will be helping 
you along the way as we work through each exercise. I will show you how and why you would 
need to improve in an area. It is a step by step process. The main thing is that if you are not sure 
about something no matter how big or small; just let me know. Once you are ready please send 
me your work.  All the best, Brigitte. 
 

Week One 
Angela Deck: 25th January 2011 
 
Thank you for the warm welcome. I am excited about this opportunity. I am uploading part of the 
first lesson. My scanner did not capture the drawings very well. I think it is my fault, and I need to 
learn to draw much darker. I went ahead and took a picture of it. If this is difficult to see, please 
let me know, and I will go over my work to make it much darker. Blessings, Angela 
 

 

Week One: Angela Deck’s ‘Pre-instruction Drawing’  

 
Information about this first drawing:  
 
This artwork is an example of how Angela can draw right now. In the months to follow we will 
look back at this artwork to notice her development in the course.  
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Angela Deck: 26th January 2011 
 
 
Hello Brigitte, here are the remaining assignments for this week. Thanks, Angela 
 

 

Week One Exercise One: Angela’s ‘Sketching Curves’ 

 
.  
 

 

Week One Exercise Two: Angela’s exercise  ‘Copy A Pattern’ 
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Brigitte Back: 27th January 2011 
 
Hi Angela thanks for submitting your pre-instruction drawing. Cheers, Brigitte. 
 
 

 

Week One: Brigitte Back’s comments on Angela’s ‘Pre-instruction Drawing’  

 
Extra information about this first drawing: 
 
This drawing is not an exercise it’s a valuable record of Angela’s ability as she first begins her 
course. Brigitte has been uniquely trained as an expert at commenting upon every single exercise 
in the ‘Complete Drawing and Painting Certificate Course’ and for this very first drawing she is 
asked to encourage Angela without offering any suggestions or comments for improvement.   
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Brigitte Back: 27th January 2011 
 
Hi Angie, Loose curves -wk-1 Fantastic work, if you have any questions please feel free to ask. 
Please find your attached file below. Cheers, Brigitte.  
 

 

Week One Exercise One: Brigitte’s Comments upon Angela’s artwork 

 
Brigitte has commented on Angela’s sketches which are the first exercise in the course. She has 
been trained to use our three-step process which is to encourage and compliment Angela on her 
efforts, then to check Angela’s work to see if she has understood the exercise correctly. What 
Brigitte is looking for, is to see if Angela’s pencil markings are sketched and not ‘single line’. 
Brigitte has noticed that Angela did understand this first exercise but just needs a bit more 
confidence so with practice she believes that Angela will loosen up more. She has used the third 
step in our commenting process which is to give instructions on how to improve her technique. As 
you can see here Brigitte has done that very beautifully; she has suggested that Angela place her 
hand on the inside of the curve to avoid flat edges and also reminded her of the place in her 
course notes where she can read the information again.  
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Brigitte Back: 28th January 2011 
 
Hi Angie, this is beautiful neat work, well done. I can see that you have understood this exercise: 
really well. I have added a few suggestions to help you improve even more. 
 
First this exercise: is one of the best ways to refine your ability to compare lines, angles and 
curves to a vertical and horizontal line and train your eye to understand the grid method. Some of 
these small activities might seem menial but play an important role throughout this course. 
 
It is great that you have added all of your dividing tabs down the sides and along the top. When 
sketching the curve from dot to dot and also being small it is always tricky to keep the shape of 
the curve without creating a flat line. I have placed some red markings to show you where you 
should of place your markings to form the curve. When sketching the curve these strokes should 
be slightly curved whenever creating a curved line or circle. 
 
It also helps to hold your pencil in different ways. By holding your pencil further up the shaft, 
using an extended index finger enables you to keep your pencil as flat to the paper as possible, by 
doing this it will automatically relaxes your entire arm so the motion flows through from your 
shoulder, elbow and your wrist. If this feels uncomfortable, your index finger might be just a bit 
too straight or a little too loose, in this case gently bend it a touch more. You have to keep all 
these options open. You are working really well. Talk soon Brigitte. 
 

 

Week One Exercise Two: Brigitte’s Comments upon Angela’s artwork 
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Angela Deck: 28th January 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, thank you for your helpful suggestions. Sketching a curve is more difficult than I 
expected. I also have one quick question. I am very much a visual learner so I am trying to grasp 
what it means to stay within the curve.  
 
Does this mean that my hand is basically resting in the same spot on the paper with the only 
movement being that of my wrist, and then moving the paper when my wrist movement can not 
continue on with the curve? Thanks for the help or suggestions in this area. Also, would like like 
for me to continue on to week 2? Blessings and have a good weekend, Angela  
 
Brigitte Back: 29th January 2011 
 
Hi Angie, Yes!! Please carry on into week 2. In answer to your question. It is a lot easier to draw a 
curve (as we mention to stay within the curve) with your wrist on the inside of a curve than trying 
to sketch with your wrist on the outside. Yes! The side of your hand does rest on the paper; your 
hand should just glide over the surface of the page, with your little finger guiding you. It is also all 
to do with your wrist motion. We can only draw a short curve before you would feel awkward and 
uncomfortable, so when you draw curves, we stop before we get that awkward feeling.  
 
If you take a look at your wrist movement you can see that it flips forwards and backwards in just 
less than a half circle but the hand itself (especially when holding a pencil comfortably) swings in 
just over a 45 degree angle. You can turn the paper as soon as you feel the wrist bending too far 
to the right (for right handed people or to the left for left handed.) If you sketched the curve in 
several shorter feather like strokes keep turning your page each time. I hope this all helps if not 
please feel free to ask. I wish you all a great weekend as well. Brigitte. 
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Week Two 
 
Angela Deck: 31st January 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, Here is Exercise 1 from Week 2: Thanks Angela 
 

 

Week Two Exercise One: Angela’s ‘Ellipses’ 

Brigitte Back: 1st February 2011 
 
Hi Angie, Well done on a fantastic effort here. I have placed my technical ellipses over yours to 
help you see where you would need to improve a touch more. Please find the attached file below. 
Tip--When correcting an ellipse, correct the ellipse first before erasing the part of the curve you 
don’t like.  If this is your first time at drawing ellipses, then you have done a brilliant job at doing 
them, well done...To be able to be perfect at drawing ellipses it does take a lot of practise and 
getting them perfect.  Cheers for now, Brigitte. 
 

 

Week Two Exercise One: Brigitte’s Comments upon Angela’s artwork 
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Angela Deck: 2nd February 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, We had a very cold, snowy day here, so I ended up having time to draw Exercise 2 for 
Week 2. I am enjoying the work, but I am surprised at how long it takes me to draw one little 
dog.  Have a good day, Angela 

 

 

Week Two Exercise Two: Angela’s  ‘Construction Drawing’ 

 
Brigitte Back: 3rd February 2011 
 
 Hi Angie, Well done this is fantastic. I can see you have understood the construction drawing 
method using your pencil to measure with. I have added a few suggestions to help you to 
improve even more. Please find your attached file below and also it is great that you are enjoying 
the work. All of these little exercises do take time and they will help you to gain knowledge and 
give you confidence to develop yourself into a great artist. I can’t wait to see how you have added 
your finishing touches to your frog-dog. If you are struggling to understand something just email. 
Cheers Brigitte. 
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Week Two Exercise Two: Brigitte’s Comments upon Angela’s artwork 

 
Angela Deck: 3rd February 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, Here is exercise 3 for week 2. Blessings, Angela 
 

 

Week Two Exercise Two: Angela’s completed Construction Drawing 
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Brigitte Back: 4th February 2011 
 
 Hi Angie, He is absolutely gorgeous, saying!!hmmm don’t bother me look, I am going to a 
birthday party!!! It is great to be able to add a bit of your own touch once you have removed the 
outline around the construction shape. It gives it that “wow” factor. If you like add it to the 
gallery, in that way you will be able to build up your own drawings within the gallery for your 
family and class mates to view.  
 
Sign and date it and give him a name. Great work....How are you doing in all that snow? It is 
amazing all the news coverage we are getting. We are under water and cyclones flying around 
and you are being snowed in. All the best, cheers for now Brigitte. 
 

Week Three 
 
Angela Deck: 9th February 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, I hope you are staying safe in the midst of everything! My in-laws just returned last 
week from a trip to your part of the world. They had a wonderful time, and thankfully, they did 
not get caught in any of the bad weather. It is snowing here once again! Here is exercise 1 for 
week 3. I am still struggling with getting the ellipses just right. Thanks, Angela 
 

 

Week Three Exercise One: Angela’s  ‘Lamp’ 

 
Brigitte Back: 9th February 2011 
 
Hi Angie, This is fantastic; this exercise is about teaching you to be able to create a construction 
drawing working with a ruler as a measuring device. I can see that you have a very good eye at 
drawing shapes. I have added a few suggestions to help you to improve. 
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Tip--When drawing ellipses always make sure that you carefully draw your centre horizontal line 
and vertical line that forms the cross that you use as your guide; these two lines have to be 
absolutely accurate “centred” and your ellipse should never be drawn above or below these two 
lines. 
 
Angie you are working really well and I am pleased that you are able to understand everything so 
far. Are you printing out your notes as well? Because if you are it is great to work with a text liner 
and highlight your notes as you go because you will find that you will always have to refer back to 
a page and highlighting is a great way of remembering what is important. Once you have erased 
the guidelines and corrected the shapes of the ellipses please send back in for commenting. 
Thanks for your thoughts, and yes we are all fine. It is great to know that you have had family 
visit Australia and that they had a great time, because we have definitely not had the greatest 
weather. You sure have had your fair share of snow as well. Take care, Brigitte. 
 

 

Week Three Exercise One: Brigitte’s comments on Angela Deck’s  ‘Lamp’ 
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Angela Deck: 10th February 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, Thank you for your helpful suggestions. I went back and worked at correcting my 
ellipses, and then I did the finished outline for the lamp. Thanks, Angela 
 

         
 
Brigitte Back: 11th February 2011 
 
Hi Angie, You are really working fantastically; I have added just one suggestion bellow. 
If you have any questions please let me know. Cheers, Brigitte 
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Week Four 
Angela Deck: 17th February 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, This week was a busy one. I think each one of my 4 kids had an activity to attend 
on top of home schooling. I tried to sneak in a few minutes every day to try and complete this 
assignment. I hope you have a good week. Here is the exercise for week 4. Thanks, Angela 
 

 

Week Four Exercise One: Angela’s  ‘Buzzy Bee’ 

Brigitte Back: 18th February 2011 
 
Hi Angie, Well done on a fantastic effort here. I can see that you have really gone to a huge 
amount of effort to get the grid method perfect. I have noticed that you have added in some 
small little grid lines within your grid, which must have made it a lot harder for you to concentrate 
on all of those little squares, you must of gone cross eyed at looking at them. The easiest way for 
you would have been to make little half way dashes on all 4 sides of all the squares that have a 
part of the image in them and then to use these half way marks to constantly compare the angle 
to. You have added little markings down on the right side only. You need to trust your eye more 
and you need to constantly ask yourself questions like (what angle is it compared to a vertical or 
horizontal line?) once you find your answer, just copy the angle you see and also say (how far 
along the side does my little line begin) is it before or after the ½ way marking. There is nothing 
wrong with what you have done, what I am saying is to trust your eye more, because doing what 
you have done could become really confusing for you. Great work Lo1! 
  
With your rather hectic life style, have you tried working with headphones on or listening to music 
whilst concentrating on what you are doing? I find if I don’t have some sort of music going I find I 
can’t concentrate. Congratulations on your home schooling. I tried it once when we were living 
aboard our yacht in the Caribbean. Three little boys under 5 all wanting to learn something 
different!! all I can say was I learnt something and found it interesting after a year of teaching 
them but once we arrived in Florida they went into school for a year before sailing up to the 
Chesapeake Bay. Fantastic work and enjoy wk-5, any questions let me know. Cheers Brigitte.
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Week Four Exercise One: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s  ‘Buzzy Bee’ 
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Week Five 
 
Angela Deck: 21st February 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, What an amazing adventure! I don't know about the home schooling on a yacht 
though. I probably would have spent more time trying to keep my kids off the ocean floor than 
teaching them anything. Here is the exercise for week 5. Blessings Angela 
 

 

Week Five Exercise One: Angela’s  ‘Pencil Strokes’ 
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Brigitte Back: 22nd February 2011 
 
Hi Angie, Well done on a fantastic effort here. The goal in this exercise is to show you how to 
prepare and hold your pencil in each of these exercises and you have made a fantastic effort. I 
have added a few suggestions below to help you improve even more. Have fun drawing the old 
hayshed. Cheers for now, Brigitte. 
 
 

 

Week Five Exercise One: page one of Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s  ‘Pencil Strokes’ 
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Week Five Exercise One: page two of Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s  ‘Pencil Strokes’ 

Angela: 22nd February 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, Thank you for your comments. I am looking forward to doing the Old Hay Shed. My 
shading probably did not show what was required in the exercise. I was just trying to go from 
lighter shading to darker by using an HB pencil and then gradually getting darker by using the 2B 
and then on to the 4B. That is why there was a lighter patch. Sorry about that!  Have a good day, 
Angela  
 
Brigitte: 23rd February 2011 
 
Hi Angie, You are working really well. The reason I pointed this out is to make you aware of what 
to look out for; your gradation from light to dark is fantastic. In unit 3 you will be learning all 
about the shading techniques. Enjoy your week and any questions feel free to ask, Cheers Brigitte. 
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Angela: 26th February 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, Here is the Old Hay Shed. I had a lot of fun doing this one. I am sure there is a lot I 
still need to practice and improve upon, but this feels like my first "masterpiece" that I can 
actually show my friends and family. 
 
I do get a little disappointed with my scanner. I have to really adjust the settings for it to pick up 
anything. Then after adjusting it, there always seems to be something that is left out in the scan. 
This time it seems to be the shading of the trees. I probably should just press a lot harder. Thanks 
again, Angela 
 

 

Week Five Exercise Two: Angela’s  ‘The Old Hayshed’ 

 
Brigitte: 28th February 2011  
 
Hello Angela, Oooo this looks really great and well done on a fantastic effort, your pencil work is 
very good. I am so pleased that you had a lot of fun with this exercise. I see what you mean with 
it coming up light. Don’t stress too much over your scanner you will work it out. I have added a 
few small suggestions to help you to improve. 
 
The back ground “bushes” you could shade it a bit darker by adding more pressure to your pencil 
and by doing that it will add more depth to your drawing. In unit 3 shade you will learn a lot of 
new techniques in shading and on how to build up all you’re level of tones and this exercise is a 
build up towards that. I am sure you are feeling really proud of yourself and you must show this 
masterpiece drawing to all of your friends, well done on a fantastic effort. 
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Do you spend time drawing whilst the kids are doing their work?  I am sure it makes them proud 
to see their mum learning something new and having to do some home work as well! I am 
laughing... All the best to all of you and cheers for now, Brigitte. 
 

 
 

Week Five Exercise Two: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s  ‘The Old Hayshed’ 
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Weeks Six and Seven: Final Unit One Project Stage 
 
Angela: 4th March 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, Just a quick update as to where I am at. Slow....and steady! I hope to have it 
finished by the end of next week. Have a great weekend, Angela 
 

 

Angela’s beginning stages of the final project for unit one 

Brigitte: 6th March 2011  
 
Hi Angela, great work and take your time. Talk to you later in the week. Cheers Brigitte  
 
Angela: 11th March 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, Here is the last exercise for Unit 1. Thanks! 

 

Angela’s completed drawing of the final project for unit one 
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Angela’s completed drawing of the final project for unit one transferred to quality paper 

 
 
Brigitte: 12th March 2011 
 
Hi Angela, This is perfect, it is coming up clear so do not worry. I will be looking at your drawing 
over the next few days. It is looking fantastic. I will be sending you your graded document to your 
private email. Cheers for now Brigitte. 
 
Angela Deck’s Graded Document For Unit One 
 
On the following two pages you will see the graded document that each course participant 
receives upon successful completion of every unit of the course. Once all six units have been 
graded and completed, Angela will then receive her ‘Certificate of Completion’ which also contains 
her grades if she has chosen to have her work graded.  
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Paint In Your Pyjamas 
Internet Correspondence Art Course 

 
Grading Form 

 
Course Code: U1-D 
(Outline Drawing) 

 
 

Student Name: Angela Deck   
 
Date: 14th March 2011 
 
Description of Project:  Pencil drawing of a bunch of Frangipani ‘Frangipani Dreams’ 
 
Grade:   A+ 
     
Comments: 
(please note: comments for improving your artwork are placed on the image you sent in for grading. 
Please see the image below.) 
 
 
Congratulations on achieving such a high standard of drawing with your ‘Frangipani Dreams’ 
outline drawing! 
 
In your outline drawing you have demonstrated an excellent degree of competency with the 
ability to compare angles, lines and curves to a horizontal and vertical line and with more practice 
you will develop these skills even more.  
 
You have shown great dexterity and tenacity in your art practice through the creation of this 
artwork. 
 
Well done on such an impressive drawing! 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                                         
  
 
 

 
 (Certified Instructor) 

 
 
Cindy Wider 
(Course Founder) 
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Brigitte: 
 
This is fantastic Angela!! I can see that you have taken your time and worked so carefully within 
and around the grid “perfect”. You have really understood this technique. You have transferred 
this beautifully and neatly. 
Fantastic!! 
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Unit Three: Shading and Form 
 
Once Angela Deck completed her Unit One section of our course she then chose to move into the 
Unit Three: Shading and Form section. Course participants are given the option to either begin 
Unit Two: Paint and Mix Colours or to continue with the drawing units of our course and leave the 
Unit Two painting unit until after unit 5.  
 
Either option is fine and the course allows for this flexibility so that anyone who is desperate to 
move into painting and colour are welcome to do so. For those who wish to continue to develop 
their pencil drawing skills they can do so by moving straight into Unit Three: Shading and Form 
just as Angela has chosen to do.  
 

Week One 
 
Angela: 16 March 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, Here is my first exercise for Unit 3. Thanks, Angela 
 

 
 

Week One: Angela’s  ‘Shading exercises’ 
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Brigitte: 16th March 2011 
 
 Hello Angela and welcome to unit 3 shade, Well done on a fantastic effort here and I have a few 
suggestions to help you to improve even more. Please find your attached work below. Cheers 

 
 
 

 

Week One: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s  ‘Shading exercises’ 
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Angela: 16th March 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, I worked at darkening the tone for 3. It is hard finding the right balance between 2 
and 4. I also tried the gradation again. I may not have left enough white space this time. 
 
I am enjoying this unit on shading. It seems more relaxing to me. On the last unit, I was always a 
little nervous and tense about getting the lines out of place. I can see that shading still takes a lot 
of patience and time.  And finally, you know me, I always have to mess with my scanner! This 
time I tried taking a photo instead. We will see how it turns out. I attached both to this reply. 
Thanks! 
 

   

Angela has corrected her first drawing attempt at this exercises based upon Brigitte’s instructions 

Brigitte: 17th March 2011 
 
Hi Angela, This is great; this exercise is the basics of what to expect and as long as you follow 
each exercise slowly you will not have a problem. 
  
Tip—when you start to shade in the basic shapes “think” about what shape they are and follow 
the shape of each form. I am pleased that you are finding drawing to be relaxing because it is!! 
Once you find your comfortable zone you start to really enjoy what you are doing. I thought that I 
would never enjoy graphite realism drawing, but it is something that I enjoy the most. 
 
I don’t mind you sending a photo of your work. In unit 5 it can become a bit tricky as you are 
involved in drawing lines and the camera seems to add a bow to the lines. I understand that the 
scanner does not pick up the full depth of your tones, so don’t worry about it just as long as you 
know that your work is darker than the scanner then that is fine, unless there is a huge difference 
in-between your tones so carry on scanning, enjoy the week, Brigitte. 
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Brigitte has commented upon Angela’s corrections to  her first exercises in unit three 

Angela: 21st march 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, Could I ask you to comment on my value scale for Unit 2- WK 2 before I dive into the 
whole lesson? I changed my paper this week and noticed a change in texture to the shading. I am 
feeling a little uncertain when I compare it to last week's work. I had a difficult time finding hot 
press paper in our area so I was using the closest thing to it, which was a cold press. I finally 
ordered the hot press paper and it came in over the weekend, but it is a tad bit different. Does 
this value scale seem accurate or should I make some adjustments? Thanks for your help, Angela 
 

 
 

Brigitte: 22nd March 2011 
 
Hi Angela, this looks very good. The paper that you are using seems to have a lot of texture to it, 
it seems to look very speckled so your shading does not come out smooth, you could go over 
each section with your HB pencil and that way it will help fill in those areas. Make sure that you 
are working on smooth hot press paper, smooth is best for shading. What you could do is go back 
to your notes on page 15, fig; 8 wk 1 to help you on how dark each level of gradual toned section 
should be. Build up your level 5 and 4 just a touch more or go over the whole section with your 
HB pencil pressing firm so that the partials fill the white showing through. Otherwise you are 
working really well, if you have any more questions please let me know, Cheers for now Brigitte.  
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Week Two 
Angela: 24th March  
 
Hi Brigitte, Here is the shading exercise for week 2. Thanks! 
 

 

Week Two exercise Two: Angela’s drawings of ‘Basic Shapes Shaded’ 

Brigitte: 25th march 2011 
 
Hi Angela Well done on a fantastic effort your shading technique is beautiful. I have added a few 
suggestions to help you to improve. Please find your attached file below. Cheers for now, Brigitte. 
 

 

Week Two exercise Two: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s drawings of ‘Basic Shapes Shaded’ 
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Angela: 25th March 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte,Thank you for your help. I went back and made the needed corrections. I felt like the 
more I tried to improve it the more I was messing it up. I had the most difficult time with the 
cube. It was difficult for me to figure out what the shape of the reflected light should be. Thanks 
again, Angela 
 

 
 

 
Brigitte: 28th March 

 
Hi Angela, This is very good your shading is beautiful. If you can picture the reflected light 
bouncing off the table back on to the cube in that area it generally would be low down and a 
blurred sort of round shape would pick up a soft glow from whatever it is reflecting from. Try and 
play with a few objects at home and see what you come up with to help you get a better idea of 
the different shapes of reflected light on different object. I hope this will help you, any questions 
please let me know. Cheers for now Brigitte. 
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Week Three 
 
Angela: 31st March 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, I hope all is well. It took me a little while to do the kettle exercise. Tonight, my 
husband and I are going to a local University to listen to an artist describe the process she goes 
through to produce large-scale pencil drawings. I am sure part of that process is many hours of 
work! It should be interesting. Take care, Angela 
 
 

 

Week Three Exercise One: Angela’s drawing of ‘A Silver Kettle’ 
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Brigitte: 1st April 2011 
 
Hello Angela, This is fantastic your shading is beautiful. I have added a few suggestions to help 
you to improve even more. It is mainly to add in your level 6 tone in a few small sections and the 
main body shape I can see the markings from your pencil work. I would like you to softly blend 
following the shape with a soft tissue. You literally skim the tissue along the top and by doing that 
it will blend the pencil marks that are showing. Have a look at pg: 9 fig: 5b to give you an idea. 
You might find that you will need to shade over some areas again with you pencil. You are 
working beautifully and your work is always so neat. If you have any questions please let me 
know. Let me know how your evening had gone at the Uni: It would be great to find out her 
process as well. What size is she talking about? Cheers for now Brigitte. 
 

 
 

Week Three Exercise One: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s drawing of ‘A Silver Kettle’ 
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Angela: 4th April 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, Here is my second try at the kettle with the corrections. Thanks for all your 
suggestions and pushing me to do better. By the time I turn my assignment in, I am ready to be 
done with it but I can see that your suggestions really help me in making improvements to my 
drawings. 
 
In regards to the large-scale pencil drawings, they were very large. She had made some that were 
210 x w: 423 cm. All of her drawings were done with a mechanical pencil using HB and 2B. It was 
very interesting; however, the subject matter was a little too dark and gloomy for my tastes. It 
would take her about 7 months to complete just one of the murals! Have a great day, Angela 
 

 

Angela has adjusted any  areas that needed to be altered based upon Brigitte’s suggestions 

 
Brigitte: 4th April 2011 
 
 Hi Angela, this is fantastic work and well done on a great effort. Cheers for now Brigitte. 
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Week Four 
 
Angela: 7th April 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, Here is the exercise for week 4 from Unit 3. I am feeling a little less confident with this 
one. The shapes at the top, near the stress point, kept throwing me off, and it wasn't until I was 
almost done that I figured out the fold in the center. It was a great exercise and challenging (for 
me). Hope you are having a great week. Has the fall season arrived there? Is there much 
difference in the temperatures? Angela 
 

 

Week Four Exercise One: Angela’s drawing of ‘A Column Fold’ 

 
Brigitte: 11th April 2011 
 
Hi Angela, This is very good and well done on a fantastic effort. It is a challenging exercise. You 
have to spend a lot of time looking and concentrating on each fold to make sure that they are 
correct and to make sure that they are folding back and into each other. I have added a few 
suggestions that will help you. Please find your attached file below. Have a great week, Brigitte
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Week Four Exercise One: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s drawing of ‘A Column Fold’ 
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Angela: 12th April 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, Here are the corrections I made to the last exercise. Thanks, Angela 

 
 

 

Angela has made adjustments to her drawing of ‘A Column Fold’ based upon Brigitte’s suggestions 

Brigitte: 12th April 2011 
 
Angela this is fantastic, building up your level of tones has made a huge difference and your 
shading is beautiful. Talk soon and enjoy your day. 
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Week Five 
 
Angela: 5th may 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, I am sorry for the long absence. I had a short little break with family and then dove 
right back into the lessons. I just did not realize how long it was going to take me to draw the 
urn. I am sorry about that. I hope you are having a good week. Take care, Angela 
 

 
 

Week Four Exercise One: Angela’s drawing of ‘The Little Urn’ 
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Brigitte: 6th may 2011 
 
Hi Angela, It is great that you had a break; everyone needs time out to relax and enjoy having 
family around. I will have a good look at your beautiful urn over the next few days. Have a great 
week end and mother’s day!! We happen to have ours this Sunday, so I am not sure if you 
happen to have yours at the same time. Great to have you back and chat soon Brigitte. 

 
Brigitte 9th may 2011  
 
Hi Angela, well done on a fantastic effort... this is looking really great. Your shadings technique is 
beautiful. I have added a few suggestions to help you with this wonderful journey that you are on. 
With your value scale you show a great level 6 tone. (By the way your value scale is fantastic) I 
feel that you have not added enough of that full depth of tone. The level 6 tone is a fantastic tone 
so you must really work with it. Don’t be shy really work that level 6 tone. Have another look at 
the photo on pg: 4, fig; 2 and you will notice how dark the shadows and cast shadows are on the 
right side.This is fantastic work!! If you have any questions please feel free to ask. Cheers for now 
Brigitte. 
 

 

Week Four Exercise One: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s drawing of ‘The Little Urn’ 
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Angie: 11th may 2011 
 
Hello Brigitte, I hope you had a wonderful Mother's Day. I had a very nice one. We spent most of 
the day outdoors now that spring has arrived in our part of the world. We planted flowers and ate 
a delicious BBQ outside.  
 
Thank you for all your suggestions on how to improve my drawing. I can see a big difference after 
making the changes. I am a little nervous about going into the final weeks. I am afraid I am 
struggling with getting the shading to the right level, especially the darker ones. Hopefully, this 
exercise has helped to strengthen that area! Blessings, Angela 
 

 

Angela’s adjusted drawing of ‘The Little Urn’ based upon Brigitte’s suggestions 

Brigitte: 11th may 2011 
 
Hi Angela, It is great that you had a wonderful mother’s day; nothing is as good as a great BBQ 
yummmm. My eldest son lives in Brisbane and works in one of the top Japanese restaurant called 
Sake’ in between uni: and we were spoilt rotten... food coming from all directions. I rolled out of 
the restaurant, but he came home yesterday for the night with a pile of washing!! Nothing is as 
good as mum’s washing. The joys of kids!! 
 
This is absolutely fantastic!! Beautiful shading around the base and by adding in those soft cast 
shadows has really transformed the base area and you have added a lot of depth to the whole 
urn!! Fantastic and beautiful. Don’t worry about the final week. Take your time and follow each 
step slowly and don’t be shy about adding in those level 6 tones really work it and you will really 
enjoy doing the shoe, it is fantastic. If you have any question you are most welcome to email me. 
Blessings to you too, Brigitte. 
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Weeks Six and Seven: Final Unit Three Project Stage 
 
Angela: 2nd June 
 
Hello Brigitte, I am happy to say that I finally made it to a point where I could turn in part of the 
shoe! I hope all is well! Angela 
 

 
 

Final Project: Angela is invited to submit the first stages of ‘A Shoe Well Travelled’ 

Brigitte: 2nd June 2011 
 
Hi Angela, This is fantastic, your tones are beautiful and your highlighted area really jumps out at 
you fantastic!! and great pencil work. Enjoy and have some fun with the rest of the shoe.  Cheers 
for now, Brigitte. 
 
Angie: 25th August 2011 
 
Yeah!!  I finally did it! I didn't think it would ever get done, but I very humbly pop back in after 
many months away Thanks, Brigitte, for your encouragement. It feels really good to have the 
shoe done. Have a great day, Angela 
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Angela’s completed drawing of the final project for unit three 

Brigitte: 25th August 2011 
 
Hallelujah!!!! This is absolutely amazing shading Angela and welcome back after your trip.  I will 
be sending you your graded certificate by email within the next fortnight. I want you to sit back 
and put your feet up and admire your beautiful work. Talk soon and congratulations on completing 
Unit Three Shade. Talk soon and have a great week, Brigitte. 
 
 
 
Angela Deck’s Graded Document For Unit Three 
 
On the following two pages you will see the graded document for Angela’s unit three project. 
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Paint In Your Pyjamas 

Internet Correspondence Art Course 
 

Grading Form 
 

Course Code: U3-Shade  
(Shading) 

 
Student Name: Angela Deck  
 
Date:  29th August 2011 
 
Description of Project:  Pencil drawing of ‘A Shoe Well Travelled’ 
 
Grade:   A+ 
     
Comments: 
(please note: comments for improving your artwork are placed on the image you sent in for grading. 
Please see the image below.) 
 
 
Congratulations on achieving such a high standard of drawing with your ‘A Shoe Well Travelled’ 
shaded drawing! 
 
In your shaded drawing you have demonstrated a high degree of competency with the ability to 
compare different levels of light and dark, you just need a little more practice with this skill. You 
have also demonstrated that you can neatly render using the fine shading technique.  
 
You have shown great dexterity and tenacity in your art practice through the creation of this 
artwork. 
 
Well done on such an impressive drawing! 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 

(Certified Instructor) 

 
 
Cindy Wider 
(Course Founder) 
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Hello Angela, Well is all I can say.... 
 
This is absolutely beautiful shading. You have captured the shading of the shoe beautifully.  I am 
well aware of the amount of time and effort that has gone into your work, you need to pat 
yourself on the back for outstanding work....... and congratulations on finally...... completing unit 
three shade. You make me proud for persevering.  
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Unit Four: Portraiture Foundations 
 
Angela: 20th October 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, Thank you for letting me know about the latest topic on the forum. I like the photos! 
My half-marathon went great. My husband who is a marathoner ran it with me. I am sure he felt 
like we were going at a snail's pace. The weather was cool with a light rain. It wasn't too bad, and 
I am happy I finished strong. At least he didn't have to drag me across the finish line! 
 
Here is the first lesson for Unit 4. The lips were difficult for some reason, and I had troubles with 
the nose. I feel like I could keep adding to that list....the eyelashes, the eyebrow... Oh well, I 
know there is always a first time.  I hope your week is going well. 
 
 

 

Week One: Angela’s drawings of ‘Face Parts’  

 
Brigitte: 20th October 2011 
 
Hi Angela, This is fantastic for your first time. I will spend some time going over these 
features...At a glance they look very good so don’t be too hard on yourself. I know the feeling 
about wanting to keep on going.... however there is a time where by you throw down your pencils 
and say enough is enough and move on.  
 
It is great to hear that you survived and came out strong without having to have your husband 
drag you across the finishing line. Well a big congratulations and I think you are great to have 
completed your run.  All the best and it is great to have you back and rearing to go... Cheers and 
talk soon, Brigitte.  
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Brigitte: 28th October 2011 
 
Hi Angela, wow!! a lot has been happening here whilst I have been sleeping... thanks for your 
understanding and waiting for me at least the past two days I was able to get my head off that 
pillow. Your facial features are fantastic beautiful shading and blending and I know that this is a 
first for you and you have done amazingly well and your eyelashes and eyebrow came out really 
well. I have added a few suggestions below to help you a touch more.  All the best and talk soon, 
Brigitte. 
 

 

Week One: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s drawings of ‘Face Parts’  

 
Angela: 28th October 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, I hope you are feeling much better. Thanks for your suggestions on the first lesson. I 
finished each one with a feeling that I needed a little bit more guidance. So, I am off to make the 
corrections and I will talk to you next week. Get lots of rest and take care, Angela  
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Week Two 
 
Angie has submitted her photographs ready for her self portrait in weeks six and seven. 
 

    
 

 

Week Two Exercise One: Angela’s ‘Facial Proportions’  

Brigitte: 28th October 2011 
 
Hi Angela, these photos are absolutely perfect you have a great smile... these are great... and 
both photos are perfectly clear and you are facing front on and the lighting is perfect and coming 
from the right side, so all is great and it is great to see your photos up next to your name as well.  
Well done on your sighting technique and accurately placing your facial features on your exercise. 
With this exercise it is mostly to convince your brain that the proportions on our face are different 
to than we first thought. Doing this exercise makes you think about all the actual placement of our 
features so fantastic work. Enjoy working on Isha and then after that you are working wit 
charcoal..lots of fun in that department. Cheers and enjoy your weekend, Brigitte.  
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Angie: 30th October 
 
Hi Brigitte, Here are my corrections to week 1. For some reason, I am still struggling with the 
nose. I will look at the shape of the nose, but cannot figure how to put it on paper. Here is my 
second try at it. Have a good week, Angela 

   
Angela has made corrections to her facial features from week one based on Brigitte’s suggestions 

Brigitte: 31st October 2011 
 
Hi Angela your eye, lips and ear are perfect. I have added one or two suggestions to help you 
with the nose. I think the lighter tones are throwing you and then maybe darken the area 
suggested and then once done leave it... its perfect; you have done brilliantly well... Don’t be too 
hard on yourself; this is a very high standard. Cheers, Brigitte. 
 

   

Brigitte has commented again on Angela’s facial parts 
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Week Three 
 
Angela: 19th December 2011 
 
Hi Brigitte, I was working away on my Isha portrait when something frustrating happened. I 
dropped my pencil and it landed hard enough to leave a small indentation and mark. I tried 
everything to get it off, but have had no success. It might not even show up on the scanner, but it 
is bothering me enough that I am thinking about just starting over. This is how far I got so far, 
but I can't stand to see the little smudge on her cheek. The circle is the tiny little dot that looks 
huge to me! Angela 
 

 

Week Three Exercise One: Angela begins her drawing of a child ‘Isha’ 

Brigitte: 20th December 2011 
 
I was thinking of you yesterday and I am sure you picked up on my vibrations......I thought for a 
while that you left the planet and it is great to know that you are around...   
I feel for you because this is so frustrating when this happens and I know how you must be 
feeling, because if something bothers you so much and you have no chance of sorting it out then 
it is best to have another go because your mind is already made up about starting again but you 
are fighting to resist that temptation of starting again and I know that you won’t be happy 
continuing if you don’t.  
  
Okay two options turn your paper over and press gently with the back of your pencil on that 
indentation mark, your paper will lose a bit of texture and then try and erase that dot mark with 
your putty eraser if that does not work then option two and this might ruin your paper but try 
anyway add a drop of water to the back of the paper and then press gently with the back of a 
pencil something that is round and then leave to dry and then try and remove the indentation of 
the pencils mark. If all fails then it is your decision but I know if your mind is made up to start 
again then that is what you are going to do. The good thing is at least your drawing of Isha was 
not completely finished when this happened.  Let me know what happens. The best thing to do as 
well if you do decide to redo Isha is get back to where you ended as soon as possible because 
then you feel as if you have not lost too much time and then forget about what happened. 
I wish you all a wonderful season and a fantastic New Years with lots of bubbly. Take care and 
chat to you soon. Blessings,   Brigitte.  
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Angie: 19th January 2012 
 
Hi Brigitte, Here is my drawing of Isha. This was a lot of fun. I enjoyed watching the 
transformation from a simple outline to a real face. It is hard to believe that I was able to 
accomplish all this! Thanks! Angela 
 

 

Exercise One: Angela’s drawing of ‘Isha’ completed 

 
Brigitte: 20th January 2012 
 
Hi Angela beautiful drawing of Isha and I am so pleased that you had a lot of fun watching the 
transformation from drawing a flat ‘face’ into a three-dimensional form fantastic. The main goal 
here is to check that you have positioned the features correctly in relation to the whole face and 
to each other and fantasic work here.....and I have added a few suggestions here to help you 
more. 
 
Once your mind is set you will be quite amazed at what you can accomplish and it is all staying 
positively focused.... 
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A-this top eye lid continue the shape around more by gently curving the outer eye lid down and 
around more towards the inside corner of the left eye and the top section on the right eye you 
have dipped down a bit too much, continue the shape along more gently curving around. 
The right Iris could come over more to the right side and change the angle of the curve on the left 
side Iris by literally the thickness of your pencil in that top section little area, otherwise fantastic 
work. 
 
B-I would like you to putty this little section back a touch, so that you are curving in more.  
 
C-a- darken to a level 4 tone by keeping your eye on the contours of the skin looking very 
carefully at the shapes of the shadows.  
C-b-darken the shadow more on the left side just above the jaw line to a level 5 tone easing up 
towards your 4 tone then easing off the pressure of your pencil into your 3 tone around the cheek 
area and then adding a touch more shadow around the edge of the nose in a 3 tone.  
 
D-darken the shadow edge shape more along the jaw line to a level 6 tone and around the cheek 
area a level 5 tone as it eases into your 4 tones, really look at the shadow shapes within the 
cheek section and the crease of the smile add a level 5 tone around that section which will add 
more depth and look at all the indentations around the chin area.  
 
E- darken your tones more all along the underside of the chin area to a level 6 tone working with 
your 4b pencil on its side up and down along that section a few times and by doing that you will 
have more of a contrast between the jaw line and jumper otherwise fantastic work on completing 
this exercise of 'Isha" Enjoy working with your charcoal nextl, just make sure you don’t sneeze 
otherwise the charcoal will fly all over the place....hummmmm.....  Cheers, Brigitte. 
 

 

Week Three Exercise One: Brigitte comments on Angela’s drawing of ‘Isha’ 
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Angela: 26th January 2012 
 
Hi Brigitte, Here is Isha after my corrections. As you can tell, I am afraid of dark tones! I am 
trying to get over that, but it is hard. I also moved her right eye, but am afraid I may have made 
things worse instead of better. Overall, I am very happy with it! I hope your week has been good 
one. Angela 
 

 
 

Week Three Exercise One: Angela’s corrected drawing of ‘Isha’ 

 
 
Brigitte: 28th January 2012 
 
This is fantastic Angela and your level of tones are beautiful...and your shading technique is 
beautiful and soft....and don’t be afraid of working with darker tones and once you realise that 
you will really start to enjoy working those very dark tones and by adding in darker tones it will 
make your work look more three-dimensional. Her eyes are great; only one suggestion for next 
time is to make sure that the pupil stays in the middle of the iris.  I am happy that you are happy 
and enjoy working with your charcoal.  Cheers for now and enjoy your week end, Brigitte.  
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Week Four 
 
 
Angela: 6th March 2012 
 
Hi Brigitte, Here is the latest. Any ideas on how to sharpen the HB and 2B charcoal pencils? I had 
the hardest time finding a pencil sharpener that wouldn't break the ends off. I finallly tried 
whittling it down with a knife and sandpaper. I am sure it must be me ... maybe, I need to b more 
gentle. Have a great day. Angela 
 

 
 

Week Four Exercise One: Angela’s ’12 Charcoal Techniques’ 
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Week Four Exercise Two: Angela’s ‘Long Wavy Hair’ in charcoal 

Brigitte: 7th march 2012 
 
Hi Angela well done!! Both these exercises are beautifully done. Working with the twelve different 
charcoal techniques, excellent and neatly done...and the way you have drawn your clumps of hair 
is so realistic...I have added a few small suggestions to help you more....  The problem of finding 
the correct sharpener can be quite challenging. I bought from my local art store a sharpener that 
is specifically for Charcoal pencils and it is by Stabilo and the code is Art.Nr.4514: if that is any 
help to you at least you could ask the person to look that code up for you and another tip to 
remember as well is that once you have dropped your charcoal or pastel pencils you may as well 
throw them away, because it will continually break, something to remember. I have done that and 
it is so frustrating...  
 
A-You are slightly out on the dark mass of the root area; you will notice that it is slightly off 
centre. This is important to remember because it is the start and general direction of where the 
hair falls and grows from.  
 
B-Beautiful tones and highlighted sections...  
 
C- Excellent that you left the page blank to work with your white conte’ beautifully done...  
 
D-a small definite hard edge line left between the two shaded areas, putty back slightly to soften 
the area, otherwise fantastic work.  
 
E- you have followed the hair clumps perfectly, plus your level of tones are soft and delicately 
shaded...excellent work.  
 
F-The hair has cast a shadow across this small part of her face, which is the level 6 tone and then 
travels out towards the lighter tones and to help you more with this is to read the theory on light 
and shade from U3-wk-2 to help you remember.  Enjoy working on one of the three exercises in 
wk5. It is great to hear that you have had a busy time over these past few weeks.  Have a great 
week and take care and hope your children are taking care of you.  Cheers for now,  Brigitte. 
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Week Four Exercise Two: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s ‘Long Wavy Hair’ in charcoal 

 

 

Week Four Exercise One: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s ’12 Charcoal Techniques’ 
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Week Five 
 
Angela: 19th march 2012 
 
Hi Brigitte, I hope your day is off to a good start. Here is my drawing of the large urn. I wasn't 
sure how much I was going to like charcoal, but I think I am getting the hang of it. I like how fast 
it goes. 
 
Also, here's a funny story for you. While I was working on this drawing, my 3 year old (soon to be 
4) is curious about everything. She came in the room while I was drawing and saw my box of 
charcoal shavings. Before I could say anything, she said "Ohhhh..." and jumped in with both 
hands. I gave a little scream in surprise, and this made her pull both hands out quickly. You can 
imagine what happened next. We had charcoal everywhere! All over her shirt, hands, face, table, 
and floor. Thankfully not on my drawing! I don't think she will be doing that again very soon, but 
that is the one downside of charcoal. It is so messy! Have a great week - Angela 
 

 

Week Five Exercise One: Angela’s charcoal drawing of ‘Large Urn’ 
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Brigitte: 19th march 2012 

 
Hi Angela, this is beautiful shading and outstanding work...this exercise is all about giving you the 
opportunity to develop confidence and you sure are showing a lot of confidence here with these 
charcoal techniques, prior to embarking on your final project. I have added a few little 
suggestions below. 
 
A-along this outline work with your paper stump, from the outline slide your paper stump in to the 
urn to soften the edge more and then that will also add a bit more of a level two tone along that 
section, or add some charcoal dust..if you have any left after your drama ... and dip your cotton 
bud into it and softly add along that area. 
 
B-soften a touch with your cotton bud or stump along the outline and you can do the same along 
here as (A) Tip-the outline should be the same level of tone we are shading the area alongside 
that outline, unless there is a crease or indentation which would need to be in shadow. 
 
C-this top ellipse drops slightly on the right side and the bottom lower ellipse shape curves around 
and down slightly more, otherwise fantastic work.  
 
D-this area here curve your shadow shape around more, gradually working through your level of 
tones. 
 
E- beautiful conte’ work.  
 
F-tip-always take note of your shadow shape, maybe you could curve it around more. 
 
Your rough texture on the Urn is beautifully done...fantastic work Angela and can’t wait to see 
your final project... Enjoy...Brigitte.. 
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Week Five Exercise One: Brigitte’s comments on Angela’s charcoal drawing of ‘Large Urn’ 
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Angela: 20th march 2012 
 

Hi Brigitte, I went ahead and made corrections to my urn, and now, I am off to draw my portrait! 
Have a good weekend! 
 
Brigitte: 21st March 2012 
 
You have picked up the technique beautifully and excellent shading....well done here Angela...  

 
 
 

 

Week Five Exercise One: Angela’s amended charcoal drawing of ‘Large Urn’ 
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Weeks Six and Seven: Final Unit Four Project Stage 
 
 
Angela: 23rd April 2012 
 
Hi Brigitte,Here is my latest - Thanks! 
 

 
 

Unit Four Final Project; Angela’s ‘Self Portrait’ progress report 

 
Brigitte: 25th April 2012 
 
Oh my!! Angela...this is outstanding so far....it is you to a Tee... beautiful work. 
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Angela: 4th may 2012 
 
Hi Brigitte, I am finally finished! I never thought that I would reach this point. There were so 
many times that I was ready to give up, but I am glad that I stuck with it. Thanks for being a 
fabulous instructor!  
 
It is amazing to see the before and after portraits, and to think that I never sat in a classroom. 
This was all done online. Amazing. Thanks again, and I hope your weekend is a good one, Angela 
 
Brigitte: 5th May 2012 
 
Angela....Oh my golly gosh!! This is outstanding work and I am so pleased that you 
persevered...and that is why you start the course drawing you pre-construction drawing so that 
you can compare your before and after portrait to see how far you have come...and boy!! You 
have done fantastically well...even with the odd nagging from me and huge push every now and 
then was worth all the effort and as you mentioned before..... all on line and it is amazing....... 
Have a wonderful weekend and I will be sending you your graded certificate by email soon. 
Big hugs and thank you for your wonderful compliment...God bless....Brigitte.  
 

 

 

Angela’s Unit Four Final Project: A Self Portrait 

 
Angela Deck’s Graded Document For Unit Three 
 
On the following two pages you will see the graded document for Angela’s unit Four project. 
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 Complete Drawing and Painting  
Certificate Course 

 
Grading Document 

 
Course Code: U4-PF 

(Portraiture Fundamentals) 
 
 

Student Name: Angela Deck   
 
Date: 9th May 2012 
 
Description of Project:  Charcoal and white Conté drawing of A Portrait 
 
Grade:   A+ 
     
Comments: 
(please note: comments for improving your artwork are placed on the image you sent in for grading. 
Please see the image below.) 
 
 
Congratulations on achieving such a high standard of drawing with your Portrait in charcoal and 
white Conté. 
 
In your charcoal drawing you have demonstrated a high degree of competency with the ability to 
compare angles, lines and curves to a horizontal or vertical line. You are able to accurately 
compare different sizes of elements to one another and different levels of light and dark. You 
have also demonstrated that you can neatly render a charcoal with white Conté drawing. 
 
You have shown a high level of dexterity, patience, perseverance, courage and self-belief through 
the creation of this artwork. You reached an amazing goal with your art practice.  
 
Well done on such an impressive drawing! 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

 
(Certified Instructor) 

 
 
Cindy Wider 
(Course Founder) 
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Angela well done on a fantastic effort here you look absolutely gorgeous, and you have captured 
your self- portraiture beautifully....and I am so pleased that you never gave up even though you 
were about to throw in the towel.... so fantastic for believing in yourself and staying 
positive.....big hugs.....A big Congratulations on Completing Unit-Four-Portraiture Foundation.  
 
I have added a few suggestions below to help you a touch... 
 
A-On the right side of your face between your cheek bone and hair (your level 6 tone) is a little bit 
severe looking being so black and it stands out as a slight distraction by applying one solid 
application of charcoal. We should always try to indicate a tiny bit of form within shadows rather 
than just shade a dark solid mass and the best way to soften this would be to work with your 
cotton bud running down the side of the face and this will soften the area and another suggestion 
for next time would be to softly overlap some strands of hair onto a bit of the cheek area.  
 
B- soften your level six tone on the left side in your shadow area of your nose so that you have 
that soft transition from dark to light, you have left too much of a hard-edge at the tip between 
your tones, all that you need to do is run your cotton bud down very gently along that 
section...and the shadow in the left nostril gently soften...Fantastic shading and form..... 
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Summary 
 
At this point we have completed the analysis of Angela’s drawing journey through the first three 
drawing units of the ‘Complete Drawing and Painting Certificate Course’ by taking a moment to 
reflect on her incredible accomplishments so far. 
 
Angela has progressed from the drawing ability shown below left in the ‘Before’ image to the 
professional drawing level of ability on the right labelled ‘After’ image. Angela achieved this 
phenomenal progress by studying in her ‘Pyjama Time’  while also taking care of her children and 
fitting in her drawing life around busy family life.  
 
Angela’s results are quite typical of many Drawpj.com Course participants and she can now enjoy 
her new drawing skills which will enable her to draw a huge variety of subject matter.  
 
Angela has already won two awards for an artwork titled ‘Urban Décor’ as mentioned at the 
beginning of this document. She also completed the six unit ‘Complete Drawing and Painting 
Certificate Course’ and continues to paint and draw. These skills she has learned will remain with 
her and who knows where she will go from here.  
 
We are grateful that Angela has given us permission to share the images in this book with you.  
 

         
 

Angela Deck’s ‘Before’ Image                                           Angela Deck’s ‘After’ Image 

Contact: 
For more information about Angela’s artworks or the ‘Complete Drawing and Painting Certificate 
Course’ at drawpj.com please email Cindy Wider cindy@drawpj.com  
 

DrawPj.com 
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